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FA Back 3.8 
FA Back 3.8 provides you with various improvements for managing your portfolios in FA – as the 
main improvements, support for market value and exposure-based TWR calculation, minimum and 
maximum shares in investment plans and model portfolios, and trade order execution method based 
on units or trade amount provide you with powerful new tools for managing your portfolios in FA. 

Market value and exposure based TWR calculation 

As one of the main improvements, version 3.8 restructures the time-weighted return (TWR) 
calculation logic. TWR calculation logic now provides you with better capabilities to explain how TWR 
figures are calculated and provides you with control over how TWR is calculated for different 
instrument types. Outcome and the TWR figures don’t change – just the concepts under the hood. 

TWR is now calculated based on daily profits and losses. TWR is either “Market value” or “Exposure” 
based – by default, exposure-based logic is applied on futures and market-value-based logic for other 
types, just as before. Calculation logic now also correctly handles both long and short positions. 

To explain the figures, you can now use Analytics+ columns to see how daily TWR is calculated on a 
specific position on a specific date. Choose TWR, Unrealized profits, Realized profits, Other costs, Other 
profits, Daily profit and loss, Market value (base) and Absolute exposure (base) and apply them in: 

𝑑𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦𝑇𝑤𝑟 =
𝑢𝑛𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑠 + 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑠 + 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑓𝑖𝑡𝑠 − 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠

𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒 − 1 

Along with restructuring, you can now control per security type whether you want to use the market-
value-based or exposure-based logic. TWR calculation setting is available in Security type Preferences, 
and it also allows you to choose to Don't calculate TWR on position level (no TWR shown on the 
position) or to Carry costs/profits to portfolio level (logic used for account positions). 
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Minimum and maximum shares in investment plans and model portfolios 

Version 3.8 provides you with new tools for model portfolios and investment plans. In addition to 
defining one target share, you can now define minimum and maximum “thresholds” for each position 
in your plan. These thresholds provide you with tools for rebalancing and limit analysis: you can 
rebalance a position when it’s outside thresholds, or create a limit definition based on thresholds. 

You can now define Min share % and Max share % for 
each position in your investment plan or model. This 
allows you to define a plan with target 10%, min 
threshold 9% and max threshold 11%. Thresholds are 
validated, ensuring they align with your target share. 

Rebalancing filters out small orders if position is within thresholds. Rebalancing parameters now allow 
you to filter out orders if your Position is within min/max share. This allows you to define per position 
how much you allow it to fluctuate, and to rebalance the positions that are outside your thresholds. 

Limits based on portfolio’s model portfolio, investment plan or strategy. You can now define limits that 
analyze your portfolio against the min and max shares in your model portfolio, investment plan or 
strategy. Limit is OK if all positions are within min and max and Breached if a position is outside the 
thresholds. In addition, you can define the thresholds manually in the limit as percentage points. 

Trade order execution method “based on units” or “based on trade amount” 

Version 3.8 also introduces a unified way to differentiate unit-based and trade-amount-based trade 
orders. This allows you to explicitly state how your orders should be executed, providing you with 
better control. Before, such orders were identified differently in different parts of the application. 

Execution method in Trade order window now allows 
you to track whether your trade order is unit-based or 
trade-amount-based. You can select from Not defined 
(default, no specific method), Units (i.e. amount), Gross 
trade amount (i.e. trade amount including costs) or Net 
trade amount (i.e. trade amount excluding costs). 

Rebalancing sets execution method to trade orders it generates. Rebalancing now uses the execution 
method to indicate orders were generated. Most orders are based on trade amount, but when for 
example selling an entire position, orders are based on units. Before, rebalancing tracked this in 
order’s internal info (type=CASH/UNITS) and used a separate transaction type in these scenarios. 

Trade order execution with order’s execution method. Trade order execution now allows you to Use 
execution method to determine how to execute your orders. With this, each order is executed with 
the method defined for it: “Not defined” executes orders with current values, “Units” calculates trade 
amount, “Net trade amount” calculates amount preserving trade amount including costs, and “Gross 
trade amount” calculates amount preserving trade amount excluding costs. 
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Improvements in accrued income management with mutual funds 

Version 3.8 extends the features related to accrued income management on mutual funds, introduced 
in the previous version. Mutual funds and other pooled assets accumulate income over a period of 
time, and pay it out to shareholders at the end of the year – this version provides you with additional 
tools to track your positions’ purchase value without accrual and your portfolios’ paid accrual. 

Purchase and market value without accrued income. 
Mutual fund positions in your portfolios are now shown 
with appropriate values when the position has accrued 
income. Even though your position’s purchase and 
market unit prices still include the “accrual” component, 
your position’s purchase value and market value are now 
shown as excluding accrued income. For consistency, if 
you want to see your positions market value including 
accrual, you can use the Market value (d) column. This 
allows you to view your positions’ values from different 
perspectives, allowing you to properly see the “accrual”. 

Accrual as a column in transaction listings. Transaction’s Accrual allows you to record paid / received 
accrued income on your subscriptions and redemptions. You can now select this accrual within your 
transaction and trade order listings, allowing you to easily see accrual recorded on your trades. 

Paid accrual as a column in Analytics+. New columns 
Paid accrual and Paid accrual (sec) in Analytics+ allow 
you to view the paid / received accrued income 
accumulated during the analysis period. Paid accrual is 
the sum of accruals recorded in your transactions, and 
is available both in portfolio and security currency.  

Extended import formats 

Version 3.8 extends the file formats for importing data into FA, allowing you to import data to the 
new fields introduced in this version. Check the updated import formats from FA Help Desk! 

Minimum and maximum shares in portfolio’s investment plan. Portfolio import format now allows you 
to import investment plans to your portfolios with minimum and maximum shares. 

Execution method for trade orders. Trade order import format now allows you to import order’s 
execution method, allowing you to differentiate between unit-based and trade-amount-based orders. 

Validate portfolio’s account’s currency. Portfolio import format now validates that the accounts you 
import have a valid currency defined to them. If you try to import an account to a portfolio without 
a currency or with an invalid currency, you get an import error “Account currency missing or invalid”.  
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Other improvements on existing features 

Version 3.8 also introduces other improvements on existing functionality. 

Portfolio’s dynamic groups in Portfolio window. You can 
now conveniently see which dynamic groups a portfolio 
belongs to directly in the Portfolio window’s Groups 
tab. This allows you to easily see from one place all the 
groups your portfolio belongs to with a single glance. 

Description and link for tailored Analytics+ columns. You 
can now accompany your tailored Analytics+ columns 
with a description and a link, allowing you to explain the 
content of your column in more detail. Description and 
link are shown in Analytics+ when you select columns, 
allowing you to more easily select useful columns. 

Auditing changes to tailored Analytics+ columns. System audit now tracks changes users make to 
custom Analytics+ columns in Preferences. Every time a user makes a change to a custom column, 
system audit contains a message ”User [username] created/changed/deleted Analytics+ custom column 
definition [code]”. This allows you to track whether the contents of your custom columns change. 

Clarified texts for filtering out small trades in Rebalance 
window. Rebalance parameters in Rebalance window 
now include clearer texts for filtering out small trades, 
making it easier to interpret the available options. 

Tracking costs in security currency for more accurate total gross profits. This version now tracks costs 
separately in security currency (in addition to portfolio currency), and allows you to select Costs (sec) 
as a column in Analytics+ to view the security currency component of your costs. As a result, Total 
gross profits (sec) and Total gross profits (fx) columns in Analytics+ now include the respective costs in 
“security” and “FX”, ensuring that Total gross profits (sec) + Total gross profits (fx) = Total gross profits. 

Improved TWR contribution calculation in Analytics. Contribution to TWR (TWR Contr) in Analytics+ 
is now calculated with more solid logic, and calculation is based on “value added return” (daily return 
on top of cumulative return). TWR Contr is interpreted as how much a single factor is contributing to 
a total – for example, positions contribute to the total TWR of a group, which in turn contributes to 
the total TWR of the portfolio. This figure is also known as absolute return attribution. 

Parameterized risk-free rate in Analytics+ API. Analytics+ API now allows you define the risk-free rate 
you want to use through parameters riskFreeRate (fixed rate), riskFreeRateBenchmark (rate fetched 
from a general benchmark) or riskFreeRateSecurity (rate fetched from a security). This allows you make 
Analytics+ API calls with a risk-free rate of your choice. Note that this feature is only available through 
the API – Analytics features within the applications still assume 0% risk-free rate as before. 
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Improvements in managing custom fields for contacts, portfolios and securities 

Defining custom fields for contacts, portfolios and securities in Profile definition Preferences has 
been cumbersome – in addition to needing to know the technical syntax, the UI has been difficult to 
use. Version 3.8 introduces various improvements in managing custom fields, clarifying the user 
interface and providing new options to control when custom fields are visible. 

Profile definition Preferences now allow you to easily see 
all profiles (i.e. custom tabs) you have available in the 
system. You can manage profiles through a single form, 
and even though the syntax is still technical, the main 
controls are available separately, and your most crucial 
inputs are validated on saving. Also, you can now 
flexibly control your profile’s visibility based on various 
criteria, including which users can see the profiles and 
which contacts, portfolios or securities the profiles are 
visible to. This provides you with tools to ensure only 
relevant custom tabs are visible for your users. 

New fields in Profile definitions allow you to decide Where you want to use this profile (easily select 
whether you want to show the fields for Contact, Portfolio or Security), to select the Type (old XML 
syntax or modern Vaadin design), to Restrict this profile to be shown to roles (control a profile's visibility 
with user roles), or to Define criteria for when this profile is shown (control profile’s visibility based on 
characteristics of your contacts, portfolios or securities). For example, your KYC profile might be 
shown to your “customer” contacts with juridical form “private person”, or your reporting details 
might be shown to your “middle office” users for portfolios part of your “monthly reporting” group. 

Managing business rules via decision tables in Excel 

”Rules” are a powerful tool in FA to adjust the system to function according to client's business 
requirements. However, maintaining these rules requires a programmer, which makes the concept to 
adapt poorly to the changing business environment. Version 3.8 introduces a possibility to manage 
these business rules via Excel, which makes managing rules more approachable and transparent. For 
example, this approach would allow you more easily maintain transaction fees based on a price list. 

FA’s rule engine now supports Decision tables, allowing 
developers to create business rules in Excel instead of 
programming. Creating a rule still requires programming 
knowledge, but majority of the rule can be defined using 
Excel tables. This also makes rules more understandable 
– just open the Excel and read through the rule. 

Excel-based rules are uploaded into /Rules folder in Administration view’s Document management. 
Reload rules from document bank in the Update menu takes the uploaded Excel-based rules into use. 


